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Session- 2018-2019 

Once again, this year, the alumni of our college made significant contributions by actively 

participating in numerous activities and offering guidance and support to current students. They 

generously shared their professional experiences, provided valuable career advice, and 

facilitated the establishment of important connections for students within their respective 

fields. 

ALUMNI-LED ART AND CRAFT WORKSHOP SHOWCASES CREATIVITY 

On September 10, 2018, an Art and Craft Workshop was meticulously organized at our college, 

aiming to provide students with a platform to explore their creative potential. The workshop 

was made even more exceptional by the presence of Ms. Nandita Aron, an esteemed alumna 

of our college, who graciously agreed to serve as the resource person for the event. 

Ms. Nandita's expertise in fabric and jewellery designing proved to be a remarkable asset to 

the workshop. Her profound knowledge and skills in these artistic domains added immense 

value to the event, enabling students to learn from a seasoned professional in the field. 

Furthermore, her undeniable passion for the craft acted as a catalyst, igniting inspiration and 

motivation within the participating students. 

During the workshop, Ms. Nandita generously shared her personal experiences as an alumna 

of the college. She emphasized the skills and knowledge she acquired during her time at St. 

Bede's College, showcasing the practical applications of education and the significant role our 

institution played in shaping her career. Her presence as a successful alumna served as a 

tangible testament to the quality education and holistic development fostered within our 

college's walls. 

Beyond her role as a guest speaker, Ms. Nandita actively engaged with the students, providing 

guidance and mentoring throughout the workshop. Her commitment to nurturing the talents of 

the students created an empowering and supportive environment. By sharing her expertise, 

offering valuable insights, and imparting practical advice, she not only elevated the workshop 

experience but also reinforced the strong bond within the alumni community. 

Ms. Nandita's participation in the Art and Craft Workshop showcased the accomplishments 

and success of our alumni, serving as an embodiment of what current students can aspire to 

achieve. Her active involvement highlighted the enduring impact of a college education and 

the lifelong connections formed within the alumni network. 

ALUMNI ADVOCATE INSPIRES STUDENTS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF VOTING 

On August 12, 2018, the significance of voting was highlighted through a captivating 

presentation delivered by Ms. Sheetal Vyas, an esteemed alumna of St. Bede's College and a 

successful practicing lawyer in Himachal Pradesh. As an active member of our college's alumni 
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community, Ms. Vyas graciously shared her experiences and personal journey, underscoring 

the pivotal role that education played in shaping her civic consciousness. 

During her presentation, Ms. Vyas's passion for civic engagement shone through as she 

emphasized the importance of voting in a democratic society. Drawing from her own 

experiences, she eloquently conveyed the transformative power of active participation in the 

electoral process. By highlighting the ways in which voting can shape the course of a nation 

and influence policies, she encouraged students to recognize their role as responsible citizens. 

Ms. Vyas's status as an accomplished alumna and successful lawyer served as a compelling 

testament to the profound impact St. Bede's College has on shaping socially aware individuals. 

Her journey from being a student at our institution to becoming a prominent figure in the legal 

field exemplified the potential and possibilities that lie within each student. 

The passion and conviction with which Ms. Vyas spoke resonated deeply with the students, 

inspiring them to embrace their civic duties and actively participate in the democratic process. 

Her advocacy for voting as a fundamental right and a means to effect positive change in society 

left a lasting impression on the audience. 

Furthermore, Ms. Vyas's presence at the presentation highlighted the strong bond within the 

alumni community and the enduring connections forged through St. Bede's College. Her 

willingness to share her experiences and engage with current students demonstrated the 

ongoing support and mentorship that alumni provide to nurture the growth and development of 

the college's community. 

Overall, Ms. Sheetal Vyas's presentation on the importance of voting was a resounding success. 

Her status as an accomplished alumna, combined with her passion for civic engagement, served 

as a powerful inspiration for the students. By sharing her experiences and emphasizing the 

transformative power of active participation, she reinforced the values instilled by St. Bede's 

College and ignited a sense of responsibility among the students to contribute to the betterment 

of society through their democratic rights. 

 


